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Preface

If you had told me when I was 18 years old that I would write a statistics textbook, I would have

laughed. Sitting in that first statistics course a decade and a half ago as an undergraduate psychology

major, I struggled with the concepts that my professor was teaching. I didn’t understand why

statistical methods were relevant to my major or my career goals. The terminology was difficult,

and the explanations that I received were confusing. I tried my hardest, and I passed the course – but

not with an impressive grade. My goal in writing this textbook is to help students in the social

sciences avoid the unpleasant experience I had in my first statistics course. I’ve had years to think

about what went wrong in the course, and I have designed this textbook to help students have the

best possible introduction to statistics.

Decades of research in educational and cognitive psychology have shown that students

learn more material when they have a way to organize what they are expected to learn. I have

therefore given students and instructors a way to think about statistical methods called the general

linear model (GLM). The GLM underlies most of the statistical analyses that are used in social

science research, and having this general framework of understanding statistics will avoid the

tendency of students to see statistics as a disconnected set of procedures. My hope is that the

GLM can help students understand statistical methods so that their commonalities and differences

make sense.

Another common finding in the research on learning is that students retain more knowledge

when the material is relevant to them. Whenever possible, I have used examples of real data from

across the social sciences to illustrate statistical concepts. Empirical research suggests that using real

data to teach statistical concepts increases student learning (e.g., Allen & Baughman, 2016). I also

believe that using real data shows students how the equations and theory of statistics have been used

to create real knowledge in their fields. Additionally, examples from the actual work in the social

sciences are far more likely to be interesting and relevant to students than the made-up examples that

my professor gave me when I was an undergraduate.

My final goal with this textbook is to reduce anxiety for students. When I took my first

statistics course (and the second and the third), I was overwhelmed. Statistics was intimidating, and

my anxiety made it more difficult to learn what I was supposed to. To avoid this, I have made several

efforts to make statistics accessible and manageable for students. First, I have made explanations

simple and straightforward. Technical terminology is defined clearly, and a glossary in the back of the

book provides an easy reference for students. Second, because formulas can be intimidating for some

students, every formula is labeled, and the various symbols are explained. There is also a reference

guide for important formulas at the end of the book. In this text I have tried to show why the formulas

are set up in the way that they are and how they are linked with their interpretation. Finally, I have

included detailed examples of statistical problems that are worked out step-by-step. By following

these examples, students will better understand the steps and interpretation of statistical analyses and

be able to solve problems and complete homework assignments more efficiently.

What Makes this Textbook Different

A foundation in the research on student learning. Although I consider myself a quantitative

psychologist, my doctoral program was housed in a college of education, and my PhD is in
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educational psychology. That means that I am familiar with the research on how people learn, and

I have applied this research to the structure and writing of every chapter. Although I rarely make my

debt to cognitive and educational psychology explicit, readers can be assured that every decision

behind this book was made from an evidence-based perspective.

Teaching statistical concepts the way that experts think about them. Statistical novices

see statistics as an unrelated hodgepodge of analysis methods. On the other hand, statistical experts

see statistics as being united by general concepts, such as their correlational nature or the universal-

ity of effect sizes. Yet, no other author of a textbook for social science undergraduates teaches about

these general concepts – most of which are united in the GLM. I think that students will master and

retain more material by learning about the GLM in their first statistics course. Moreover, learning the

GLM makes future statistical procedures (e.g., nonparametric statistics, multivariate statistics) easier

to learn because they are also members of the GLM – albeit more complex members.

Practical application. The use of examples from real studies was made with an eye on

showing students how statistics can lead to practical knowledge in the social sciences. Browsing

through the book will show that I have included examples from psychology, sociology, family

studies, anthropology, education, social work, and more. This is the result of my effort to make

statistics relevant to students from a broad cross-section of majors.

Discussion of controversies. For the sake of simplicity, most authors of undergraduate

textbooks try to avoid controversies in statistics. I can sympathize with this viewpoint, but I think

that it is not beneficial to students. Social science statistics is a field that has been punctuated by

periodic controversies for the last 120 years. I believe that avoiding these controversies encourages

simplistic thinking and a naive view of statistics. Instead, I feel that undergraduate students can be

more nuanced thinkers and more professional in their interpretations if they are aware of some of the

disagreements and arguments among professionals. Therefore, I have included discussions of the

shortcomings of null hypothesis testing, the interpretation of effect sizes, questionable research

practices, and more. I believe that this enlivens the textbook and prepares students for joining the

social science community.

For Students

If you are a student using this textbook, there are a few things you can do to improve your

performance in your statistics course.

First, make this course a priority. Devote the time and attention necessary to do well in your

statistics course. Although I have tried to make this textbook accessible, some concepts are simply

counterintuitive or strange, and very few people can grasp the logic and mathematics of statistics

without effort. Read the text carefully and with full attention. Cognitive psychologists have shown

that human beings can effectively focus attention on only one thing at a time, and it is going to be

difficult to learn statistics with any distractions, including the TV, your phone, or social media.

Make sure you can devote all your attention to what you are reading.

Second, study carefully. As you read, highlight important sentences. Take notes in the

margins, and jot down questions that come to your mind as you read. Coming to class prepared with

questions and notes will make you more able to excel in the course. I also recommend that you

practice the concepts you read about by working out the questions at the end of each chapter – even

if they are not assigned as homework. My students have found these questions to be particularly

useful in cementing their understanding of statistical concepts. Test yourself with the questions.

x Preface
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Every chapter has questions that are interspersed throughout the text and a set of questions at the end

of the chapter to help you test yourself. Self-testing is a more effective strategy than re-reading

(Adesope et al., 2017), and I have given you ample material to help you quiz yourself about what

you know about statistics.

Third, participate in class. Ask questions that you have prepared in advance. My experience

in teaching statistics is that when a student asks a question, there are almost always classmates who

have the same question. Also, don’t hesitate to ask your instructor to repeat a concept or to restate it

in other words. You won’t look stupid – it’s just part of learning statistics. When I learn a new

statistical concept, I have to hear it stated a few different ways before it “clicks” and makes sense to

me. Most of my students are the same.

Fourth, pay close attention to the Guided Examples throughout this textbook and make

sure you clearly understand every step of a procedure. Get out a piece of scratch paper and have a go

at the Guided Examples to ensure you know how to find the correct answer and aren’t just reading

passively. This will make homework and tests go more smoothly.

Fifth, even if your instructor does not require you to do so, take advantage of the software

guides so that you can learn how to perform statistical procedures with a computer. Learning about

the mathematics of statistics is valuable. But the reality of the twenty-first century is that almost all

statistical work is done by computer. Using the Software Guides to learn how to perform and

interpret statistical procedures will give you a valuable skill. More employers and graduate schools

are seeking people who can analyze data, and mastering a software program can give you an

advantage when you apply for jobs or graduate school.

Finally, if it has been a long time since you have had to do mathematics or if you have

forgotten your algebra, then a basic review may be helpful. I wrote this book expecting that students

would have already mastered decimals, fractions, percentages, graphs, linear equations, and basic

algebra. If you do not remember these concepts or you need a review, I recommend getting an

algebra refresher from Khan Academy (www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra) or from Udacity

(www.udacity.com/course/intro-algebra-review–ma004). Your university’s tutoring center or your

instructor may also be useful resources.

For Instructors

When using this textbook, instructors should be aware of a few things. First, it may be difficult to

teach every concept in this textbook during a single semester. So, most instructors will have to select

the concepts they teach. A route I recommend is to skip Chapter 9 (paired samples t-tests) and

Chapter 15 (which serves as a reference guide for students who wish to encounter more complex

statistical methods as they read published articles or hope to execute their first research project).

Some instructors may also find that their students are sufficiently prepared that they can skip – or

cover very quickly – Chapter 3 (central tendency and variability) and Chapter 4 (visual models).

Additionally, parts of some chapters can be skipped, such as the trimmed mean (in Chapter 3), the

arbitrary nature of axes (at the end of Chapter 5), the null hypothesis testing of correlation

coefficients (in Chapter 12), or the last half of Chapter 11, which covers the logic and assumptions

of ANOVA and post hoc tests. It is not essential for students to master the minutia of every chapter

to have a useful understanding of statistical thinking and methods.
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Second, even though the chapters are generally arranged in ascending order of complexity

of the statistical procedures, some chapters can be taught out of order. Sometimes I prefer to teach

Chapters 12 and 13 (correlation and regression) before Chapter 7 (null hypothesis testing and z-

tests) because one of the basic themes of the GLM is that all statistical procedures examine the

relationship between variables. This is easiest to see in a correlation, so I sometimes teach about

correlations first in order to show how other procedures are themselves correlational. Other

instructors may prefer to teach Chapter 14 (chi-squared tests) before Chapter 11 (ANOVA) and

save the complex hand calculations of ANOVA for the end of the semester. I also sometimes teach

unpaired-samples t-tests (Chapter 10) before paired-samples t-tests (Chapter 9) because it makes the

concept of paired data easier for students to understand. The point is to be flexible and teach

concepts in the order that works best for you and your students.

I have placed boxed texts throughout the book. These contain ideas that are relevant, but

that may not be essential to understanding a concept. They range from handy tips (like mnemonic

devices and restatements of important material) to discussions of controversies and statistical

practices related to the main ideas of the chapter or the book. Instructors may find these boxes

useful in generating classroom discussions. Be creative in using these features to increase students’

understanding.

Finally, this textbook includes step-by-step guides for conducting statistical analyses using

the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) and Microsoft Excel. Although some

instructors will prefer to use other programs, I chose these because (1) Microsoft Excel – or very

similar spreadsheet programs – will often be available to students after they graduate, and (2) in the

social sciences SPSS is one of the most frequent statistical analysis packages that students use in

graduate school. I hope that these software guides will make the textbook a useful reference guide

for students after they finish their statistics course. Some instructors believe that using statistical

software is an important component of an introductory class; this textbook is designed to handle that

need, and instructors who wish to emphasize software use will likely concentrate on the software

guides and skip the step-by-step calculation found in many chapters. On the other hand, some

people believe that it is important to understand the mathematics and theory of statistics in order to

interpret computer program output properly. Instructors with this viewpoint will see value in hand

calculation while recognizing that computers dominate modern statistical procedures. Additionally,

some instructors are forced to emphasize hand calculation for various reasons, such as a lack of

computer resources at their institution or an assessment requirement that emphasizes calculation. In

my opinion, there are valid reasons to spend time both on hand calculation and on software use. This

book is designed to handle both methods of learning statistics.

Changes to the Second Edition

The feedback from students, instructors, and my colleagues about the first edition of this book has

been overwhelmingly positive. However, many people gave me suggestions that I have incorporated

to make the book stronger. The most noticeable changes in the second edition are:

• Changes to mathematical notation to increase consistency across chapters.

• Improving the discussion and explanation of statistical weights.

• Revisions to Chapter 14 to improve interpretations of effect size and emphasize the

importance of nominal dependent variables.
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• Incorporating the latest Journal Article Reporting Standards (JARS) from the American

Psychological Association.

• Better data in the main example for ANOVA in Chapter 11 and the restriction of range

discussion in Chapter 13.

• In Chapter 15, discussing Type I error inflation in examining main effects and interactions

in multiple regression and ANOVA.

• A clearer explanation for calculating the interquartile range.

• Switching the order of Chapters 3 and 4.

• Corrections and revisions to some figures.

All these changes have improved the book, and I am thankful for everyone who gave me

feedback. It was not possible to incorporate every suggestion that readers made to me, but I hope

that the changes I have implemented have made a good book into a better book.

Last Words

This textbook is the textbook that I wish I had had as an undergraduate student. I remember what it

was like for statistics to be non-intuitive and confusing. The struggle was not fun, but in an odd way

I’m grateful for my negative experience in my first statistics class because it has made me a better

teacher today. Hopefully, this book will help students leave the course with a positive view of

statistics. If there is anything I can do to improve the book, please contact me at rwarne@uvu.edu or

via my website, www.russellwarne.com. I also invite readers and instructors to follow and interact

with me on social media. My Twitter handle is @Russwarne, and on Facebook my professional

page URL is www.facebook.com/russwarnephd. I would love to hear from my readers.

Have a great semester!
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13 Air temperature Earth science

13 Intergenerational height increases Biology/physical anthropology

13 Test score increases and decreases in children Psychology/education

13 Regression to the mean in patients with high blood

pressure

Medicine

13 Movie sequels are not very good Entertainment

13 The Sports Illustrated curse Sports

13 High-school size and math achievement scores Education

13 Basketball players and restriction of range Sports

13 Test validity for different groups Psychology

14 The Titanic History/sociology
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14 Therapy outcomes Psychology

15 Impulsivity, future orientation, and delay of

gratification

Psychology

15 Personality–sex interaction in school grades Education/psychology

15 Simpson’s paradox in gifted education Education/psychology

15 Antisocial personality disorder symptoms Psychology
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